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It is proved that every mapping from a proper subcontinuum of a hereditarily unicoherent 
continuum X onto the G-taster’s indecomposable continuum (onto a cone over a zerodimensional 
compact metric set) can be extended to a mapping defined on X 
Similarly, every mapping from a proper subcontinuum of a hereditarily indecomposable con- 
tinuum onto a pseudoarc can be extended to a mapping defined on the whole space. 
Both of the above results are generalizations of the author’s earlier results to the nonmetric 
case. As a consequence it is obtained that a pseudoarc is continuously n-homogeneous. 
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Introduction 
If X is a topological space and x E A c X, then A, int A, K(x, A) denote respec- 
tively the closure of A in X, the interior of A in X and a component of x in A. 
All mappings considered in this paper are continuous. A continuum means a compact 
connected Hausdorff space. 
The following is known (see [2], p. 152). 
Proposition 1. For every pair A and B of separated F,-sets in a normal space X, 
there exist open sets U, V c X such that A c U, B c V and U n V = 0. 
1. Hereditarily unicoherent continua 
We consider a continuum D as the limit of the inverse sequences {I,,, h,}, where 
for each n 3 1 we have Z, = [0, 11, h, = h and h is given by 
3t forO< tS1 37 
h(t) = for $S ts$, 
-3t+3 for+< tG 1. 
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We denote the projection from the inverse limit D onto I,, by (Y,,. The following 
is known (see [4]). 
Proposition 2. The continuum D is chainable and indecomposable. 
Now, we will prove 
Theorem 3. Let E be a subcontinuum of a hereditarily unicoherent conrinuum X. If 
f is a continuous mapping from E onto D, then there is a continuous mapping f * from 
X onto D such that f *I E = f 
Proof. For n = 1,2.. . . put A,, = (a,,+, f)-‘([O, $), B, = (a,,, f)-‘(($ 11) and C, = 
(o,+,f )-‘((f. 3)). We will construct a sequence of continuous mappings fn :X--f Z, 
which satisfies the conditions 
(1) C,~intf~‘(l)andC,+,uC,,+zu~~~~intf~,(0), 
(2) fnlE = a,f, 
(3) fncl = hfn for n > 1. 
We proceed by induction. There exist open sets G, H c X such that A, u B, c G, 
C, c H and G n H = 0 by Proposition 1, because the sets A, u B, and C’, are 
separated &-sets. Similarly, there exist open sets CJ, Vc X such that Clu CJu 
* * * c U, (a ,f )-‘((0, 11) c V and U n V = O), and there exist open sets U’ and V’ 
such that C, c V’, C2u C,u.. .c U’ and v’ A u’=0. Observe that the mapping 
i 
a,f(x) for XE E, 
g,(x)= 1 for xE Hn Vn V’, 
0 forxEGnUnL/’ 
is well defined. It follows from Tietze’s Extension Theorem that there is a continuous 
mapping f, :X + I, which is an extension of g,. One can easily check that f, satisfies 
(1) and (2) for n = 1. 
Assume the functions f,, fi, . . . , f,, have been constructed in such a way that (1). 
(2) and (3) hold for k s n. Now, we will construct f,,+, by induction. We have 
obviously 
(4) A,uB,cX\int f;‘(l). 
Consider the sets M = (X\int fi’(l))u (o,+,f)-‘(f>u (a,+,f)-‘(3). AL =xu 
(a,+,f)-‘(3) and Bk = B,u( q,+,f)-‘(3). It follows from (4) that ALi, B~c M. 
Moreover, the hereditary unicoherence of X implies that M is not connected 
between AL and BL. Therefore there is a decomposition of M = Pu Q into two 
closed disjoint sets P and Q such that AL c P and BL c Q. Put R =int f;,(l) and 
consider the mapping g,+, defined on the set R n (Pu Q u E) by 
for XE R n E, 
forxERnP, 
for x E R n Q. 
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It follows from Tietze’s extension theorem that there is an extension g,“,, of gncl 
which is defined on R and g:+,(R) = [& $1. Let us define In+, by 
i 
f%(X) for x E P, 
fn+*(x) = g:+,(x) forxER, 
1 -$.m(x) for xE 0. 
One can easily verify that f,,+, satisfies the required conditions. 
The functions fiz induce the surjection f* from X onto D by (3) and then f*]E =f 
by (2). The proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
The omitted details in the above proof are similar to those from the proof of 
Theorem 2 in [3]. 
From Theorem 2 we infer 
Corollary 4. If the continuum D is contained in a hereditarily unicoherent continuum 
X, then it is a retract of X. 
Using only Proposition 1 from this paper instead of Proposition 2 in [3]. one can 
observe that the proof of Theorem 3 in [3] gives us the following 
Theorem 5. Let F be a cone over a zerodimensional compact metric set. If E is a 
subcontinuum of a hereditarily unicoherent continuum Xand f is a continuous mapping 
from E onto F, then there is a continuous mapping f * from X onto F such that f *I E = J 
Note that Theorems 3 and 5 solve the problem raised in [3], p. 183. 
2. Hereditarily indecomposable continua 
Now, we will extend results from [4] to the nonmetric case. As above, we will 
omit details of proofs which are similar to those from [4] and we will give only the 
main ideas in constructions. 
Put I = [0, I] and let R denote the set of rational numbers from I. 
We say that (see [l]) a mapping h : I + I is an N-mapping if h satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i) h(q) is rational if and only if q is rational, 
(ii) there exist four rationals a, b, c, d with 0 < (I < c < 1 and 0 < d < b < 1 and 
h(u) = b and h(c) = d, 
(iii) h(O)=0 and h(l)= 1, 
(iv) each of hJ[O, a], hl[a, c] and hl[c, l] is a homeomorphism. 
If f:X+I and tE(O, l), then f-(t)=f-‘([0, t)), f’(t)=f-‘((t, l]), f’(t)= 
f-at]) and f’(t) = f-‘([t, 11). We say that a function f from X onto I is separating 
if f-(t) nf’o=0 for t E R\{O, 1). The following is known (see [4], Proposition 2). 
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Proposition 6. There exists a separating function g : I + I which is onto and monotone 
and g(R) = R. 
Let g, : I + I be an arbitrary separating monotone surjection such that g,,(R) = R 
and g,(O) = 0. We consider a continuum I, defined as the limit of the inverse 
sequence {I,, h,g,} where for each n > 1 we have I,, = 1, h,g,, : I,,+, -f I, and h, are 
N-mappings from I onto I. Then we say that I, is of type N*. We will prove 
Theorem 7. Let Y be a proper subcontinuum of a hereditarily indecomposable con- 
tinuum X and let W be an open subset of X such that Y A W = 0. If f is a continuous 
mapping from Y onto I, of type N*, then there is a continuous mapping f* from X 
onto I, such that f*l Y = f and f( W) = (0, 0, . . .). 
Proof. We denote the composition of f and the projection from the inverse limit 
I, onto 1, by ir,,. If n < m, then we put (Y,, = h,g, and a: = a,,(~,,+, - . . (Y,,,_~. If r E R 
and n < m then we define 
A:(r) = T,’ (int(aZ)<(r)), 
B:(r)= rr,‘(int(cYz)‘(r)), 
A,(r)=A~+‘uA~+*u**-, 
B,(r)=B~+‘uB~+*u-es. 
It is clear that 
(1) A,,(r) and B,(r) are open F,-sets in X. 
It suffices to construct a sequence of continuous mappings f,, : X --, I,, which satisfy 
the conditions 
(2) f”(W)=01 
(3) fn are separating, 
(4) if rER\{O,l}, then A,(r)cintfz(r) and B,(r)cintfz(r), 
(5) f”l Y = rn9 
(6) f,,-, = a,,_,f,, for n > 1. 
We proceed by induction. Firstly we will construct a continuous mapping f, : X -, I 
which satisfies conditions (2)-(5) for n = 1. The construction is based on the proof 
of Urysohn’s Lemma. Let R be arranged into an infinite sequence 0, 1, r,, r2,. . . For 
every number ri E R\{O, 1) we shall define open sets Vi, Vi c X subject to the 
conditions 
(7) X\ Vi c Vi whenever ri < rj, 
(8) WuuT(ri)c Vi, rT(ri)c Vi, A,(ri)cX\E B,(ri)CX\T andqnq=0. 
The sets Vi and Vi will be defined inductively. Since rl is separating, we find 
open sets G, and H, such that wu rTT;( r,) c G,, rT( r,) = H, and 5 nF = 0. Since 
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the sets wu IT; and B,(r,) are separated F,-sets, from Proposition 1 we infer 
that there exist open sets G2, H,c X such that wu sr;(r,)c Gz, B,(r,)c Hz and 
G2 A Hz = 0. Similarly, since the sets w u A ,( r,) and r:( r,) are separated F,-sets, 
we obtain open sets Gj, H3 c X such that w u A,( r,) c G3, T:( r,) c H, and G3 n 
HJ = 0. Put V, = G, n G2 n G, and U, = If, n Hz n H3. The sets V, and U, satisfy (8) 
for i=l, because r;(r,)cA,(r,) and a~(r,)cB,(r,). 
Assume that the sets Vi and Vi are already defined for i G n and satisfy (7) and 
(8) for i, jS n. Let us denote by r, and r,,, respectively those of the numbers rl, 
r2, . . . ) r, that are closest to r,,+l from the left and from the right. We have 
X\U,c V,,,. Since rrl is separating, we find open sets G, and H, in X such that 
wu rTT;(r,+,) u VI c G,, rrr( r,,+,) u X\ V,,, c HI and Gn q = 0. Since the sets 
wu rTT;(r,+r) u V, and B,(r,+,) u X\ V,,, are separated F,-sets, we find open sets 
Gz, HzcX such that wu rr;(r,+,)uqc GZ, B,(r,,,,)uX\V,,,c HZ and Gzn 
Hz = 0. Similarly, we obtain open sets G3 and H3 in X such that @u A,(r,+,) u - 
V, c G,, rT(r,,+,) u X\ V,,, c H3 and G3 n H3 = 0. The sets Vntl = G1 n G1 n G3 and 
u “+I = H, n Hz n H3 have the required properties. 
Put v= v,u vzu***. The function fr from X to I defined by the formula 
inf{r,: X E Vi} 
fAx)=(, 
for X E V, 
forxEX\V 
is continuous and separating, because f;(r,)=U{V;: ri<ri}c V,, fl(r,)= 
U{X\F: ri> rj}C Uj Since fl(X\C-&)c[O, ri] and f,(X\Vi)c[ri, 11, we obtain that 
f, satisfies (2)-(5) for n = 1 by (8). 
Assume the functions f,, fi, . . . , f,, have been constructed in such way that (2)-(6) 
hold for k s n. Now, we will construct f,,+, by induction. 
Let a, 6, C, d be the rationals which describe h,+r. Define PC X and Q c X by 
- - 
P={xEf,(6):K(x,f,(b))nf,(d)fO), 
o=(xEf;:(d):K(x,~)nf~(b)Z(d}. 
As in the proof of Lemma 3 in [l], p. 8 one can check that 
(9) P and Q are closed and disjoint. 
Moreover 
(10) ( rr,+lg,)‘ta) n P=0 and (rn+lg,,)-(c) n Q =0. 
We will show only the first equality (a parallel argument will show the second). -- 
Suppose that x E (r”+,g,,)+( a) n P and zcK(x,f,(b))nf,(d). Since X is 
hereditarily indecomposable we infer that K(x, f;( b)) c Y. Since (n,+,g,)‘(a) c 
intfz(d)=X\f,(d), we obtain that rr,+,gn(K(x,f,(b))n[O,a)fO. Therefore 
rr,+,g,(K(x,f,(b)nint (a~+‘)“(b)fO, a contradiction. 
We are obviously have 
(11) ( ~,+lg,)7a)cfi(b) and (n,+lg,)'(c)c?%% 
Furthermore 
(12) ( rr,+lg,)-‘(a)nQ=O and (nTT,+,gnJel(c)nP=O. 
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As above, suppose that xE(r,+,g,,-‘(a)n Q and z~K(x,f;:o)nf;:o#0. 
Since X is hereditarily indecomposable we conclude that K(x, m) c Y. Hence 
r,+,g,(K(x, f:(d)) n int (a”,“)-‘[O, d] z 0. But r,t,(int(cYE+‘)-‘[O, d]) c A,(d) c 
int f:(d) c X\m, a contradiction. 
The construction guarantees that 
(13) every component of f;(b) which intersects (rr,+,g,)-(a) is disjoint with the 
set (Ir,,+,g,)‘(a) u Q and every component of m which intersects (r”+rg,,)+(c) 
is disjoint with the set (rr,,,,g,)-(c) u P. 
It follows from (9), (13), and Lemma 2 in [l], p. 7 that there is a separation 
AuM off,(b)suchthatPu(rr,+,g,)-(a)cAandQv(~~+,g,,)’(a)nf,(b)cM. 
Similarly, there is also a separation B u N of m such that Q u (v,,+,g,!)+( c) c B 
and (Au (Ir,+,g,)-(c))nf:ocN Then 
(14) A and B are disjoint. 
Moreover, as in the proof of Lemma 3 in [l], p. 9 we have 
(15) X=AuBu(MnN)u(fi’(d)nM)u(fi’(b)nN). 
Put J=Au(f,‘(b)nN), K=(f~‘(b)nN)u(MnN)u(f~‘(d)nM) and L= 
(f;‘(d)nM)u B and define /3 by 
(h,I[O, al)-‘(f,,(x)) for x E L 
P(x) = (h,l[a, cl)-‘(fn(x)) 
i 
for x E K 
(MC, ll)-‘(fn(x)) for x E L. 
To construct fn+, we now proceed as follows. For every number ri E R we define 
sets V;, Vi t X satisfying conditions 
( 16) X\ U, c Vj whenever r, < ri, 
(17) @U rr,~l(ri>up-(gn(Ti))t vit rL+l(ri>up+(gn(r,>)c ui, An+I(ri)CX\Ti;, 
B,+,(ri)CX\q and cnF=0. 
Next putting V = V, u V,. - * we define f,,+r by 
inf {ri: XE Vi} 
f”+‘(x)={ 1 
for XE V, 
forxEX\V. 
Since this construction is similar to the construction of f,, we omit the details. 
The proof of Theorem 7 is complete. 
Since a pseudoarc is of type N* (see [4], Corollary 17) we have the following. 
Corollary 8. If Y is a proper subcontinuum of a hereditarily indecomposable con- 
tinuum X, W is an open subset of X such that Y A w = 0, and f is a continuous 
surjection from X onto a pseudoarc P, then there is a continuous mapping f from X 
onto P such that f ] Y = f and f( WI) = (0, 0, . . .). 
Corollary 9. A pseudoarc is a retract of ecery hereditarily indecomposable continuum 
containing it. 
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The above corollaries generalize results from [4] to the nonmetric case. Moreover, 
we conclude also the following. 
Corollary 10. I_ {a,, . . . , a,}, {b,, . . . , b,} are fixed n-point sets in a pseudoarc P, 
then there is a continuous surjection f from P onto P such that f (ai) = b;. 
In fact, let A, be small pseudoarc such that ~1, E A, and the Ai’s are pairwise 
disjoint. It follows from [l] that there are continuous surjections fi from A, onto 
P. Since P is homogeneous there is a homeomorphism h, from P onto P such that 
hi( f;(a,)) = bi. Take open sets W; such that Aj c Wi c X\U,,, A, By Corollary 8 
there is a continuous mapping g, from P onto P such that g,l A, = h,f, and gi(X\ wi) = 
0. Then the mapping g from P onto P defined by g(x) = g,(x) for x E Wi and g(x) = 0 
for XEX\(W,U. . . u W,,) has required properties. 
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